Programming by Optimisation: Towards a New Paradigm for Developing High-Performance Software

Abstract: When creating software, developers frequently explore multiple ways of achieving certain tasks. Often, these alternatives are eliminated or abandoned early in the process, based on the belief that the flexibility afforded by them would be difficult or impossible to exploit later. In this talk, I challenge this view and advocate an approach that encourages developers to not only avoid premature commitment to certain design choices, but to actively develop promising alternatives for parts of a design. In this approach, dubbed Programming by Optimisation (PbO), developers specify a potentially large design space of programs that accomplish a given task, from which then versions of the program optimised for different use contexts are generated automatically; per-instance selectors and parallel portfolios of programs can be obtained from the same sources. While most of my presentation will focus on the vision of how PbO can fundamentally change the way challenging computational problems are solved in the future, I will also present examples from work done in my own group and elsewhere that clearly illustrate the viability and promise of the approach. These examples will cover substantial advances in the state of the art (often by orders of magnitude) in SAT-based software verification, planning and timetabling, as well as mixed integer programming - perhaps the most widely used approach for solving optimization problems in industry. Leveraging cutting-edge methods from machine learning and optimisation, PbO allows human experts to focus on the creative task of devising possible mechanisms for solving given problems or subproblems, while the tedious task of determining what works best in a given use context is performed automatically, substituting human labour by computation. In doing so, PbO offers an attractive way of making good use of the ever-increasing amount of computing cycles created by sustained improvements in computer hardware and cloud computing resources.
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